CRYPTOCURRENCY TECHNOLOGY AND NEW HORIZONS - NEWS
This edition shows how cryptocurrency-related technologies such as Blockchain are being
developed for new uses and applications other than financial services. These technologies can
improve current processes or foster new industries, such as IoT, data security, notary services or
pharmaceuticals.

CipherTrace Announces Cryptocurrency Travel Rule
Solution
Sur AIThority le 15 mars 2021
FinCEN and FATF regulatory compliance solution that is compatible with the
TRISA.io open standard has been released by CipherTrace The Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) Recommendation 16, the “Travel Rule,” is a
guideline created by the global anti-money laundering watchdog the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) to mitigate money laundering and other
illegal financial activities. Under the… Lire la suite
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BlockchainK2, Corp: Amplify Games Joins International Game
Developers Association
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 15 mars 2021
Amplify Games will be joining other partners such as Amazon, Dell, Unity and Samsung, alongside
a membership of over 30,000 game developers. "The IGDA is excited to welcome Amplify Games
as a partner. As an indie developer, it can be a struggle to get your game in front of the right
audience. We believe that Amplify Games' desire to connect developers with fitting audiences and
empower communities...
Lire la suite
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Crypto investor ‘Metakovan’ named as buyer of $70 mln digital
artwork
Sur Financial Post le 12 mars 2021
LONDON — The buyer of a $70 million digital-only artwork was named on Friday by auction house
Christie’s as a crypto asset investor who goes by the pseudonym “Metakovan.” The auction to buy
the work by digital artist Beeple, which ended on Thursday, was the first ever sale by a major
auction house of a […
LONDON -- The buyer of a $70 million digital-only artwork was named on Friday by auction house…
Lire la suite
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HeraSoft Looks To Stop Ransomware Attacks After
$5M Series A – Crunchbase News
Sur Crunchbase News le 12 mars 2021
It is estimated a ransomware attack occurs every 11 seconds and that
global ransomware damage costs could reach as much as $20 billion this
year. A blockchain solution company is looking to help organizations guard
against such attacks after closing its Series A — but it is not based in
Silicon Valley or Israel. Bartlesville, Oklahoma-based HeraSoft announced a
$5 million Series A led by United… Lire la suite
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The Six Biggest Blockchain Trends Everyone Should Know About In
2021
Sur Forbes le 12 mars 2021
Blockchain has been one of the most talked-about tech trends of the last few years. As with many
other trends that were important before the pandemic hit, it didn't make as many headlines in
2021 as it has done previously. But development has been ongoing and the year saw continued
adoption of the technology throughout many industries and sectors. The simplest way to think
about blockchain is… Lire la suite
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Vaultie Launches Verifiable Digital-ID Based Notary Seal on Blockchain
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 9 mars 2021
Using Vaultie's digital seal, notaries and commissioners are verified, as are the government ID and
biometrics of the client signing the document. This means that anyone who may need to validate
the authenticity of a document can check by simply scanning the document with their phone.
Vaultie encrypts the documents between signing parties so no one can read the documents without
explicit permission. In addition... Lire la suite
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Blockchain IoT Market worth $2,409 million by 2026 - Exclusive Report
by MarketsandMarkets
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 3 mars 2021
The software for blockchain IoT connects network-based requests placed by users for accessing
backend data to the network. The blockchain software components consist of node application,
consensus mechanism, virtual machines, and shared ledger. Blockchain helps cumulate technical
and business information, fraud detection results... Lire la suite
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TruTrace Technologies Joins Forces with Customer Engagement Expert
PharmaCentra to Provide a Blockchain-Secured Ecosystem for Medical
Cannabis
Sur Financial Post le 1 mars 2021
Companies will support quality-driven and traceability-focused clinical trials of cannabis-based
therapies TORONTO — TruTrace Technologies (CSE: TTT; OTCQB: TTTSF), developer of a fullyintegrated blockchain platform for the legal cannabis, food, and pharmaceutical industries, today
announced that it has signed a letter of intent (LOI) with Georgia-based PharmaCentra LLC –
through its subsidiary… Lire la suite
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JCB and Keychain Create Blockchain-based Micropayment Solution for
IoT
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 12 févr. 2021
As new networks, such as 5G, deploy and the use of Internet of Things (IoT) devices grow, so will
the need for automated and machine-to-machine micropayments. Mobile payment apps enabled
the common mobile user to pay with their phone, however the current payment infrastructure does
not support tens of billions of IoT devices. JCB and Keychain have begun solving these challenges
by implementing a new blockchain and distributed ledger-based payment infrastructure that
mitigates the risks of IoT micropayments…
Lire la suite
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EY Announces Extension of Blockchain Solution
Deployment in China on Ethereum and Financial
Blockchain Shenzhen Consortium Blockchain Open
Source Platform in Cooperation With Blockchain
Service Network
Sur AIThority le 5 févr. 2021
EY Announces Extension of Blockchain Solution Deployment in China on
Ethereum and Financial Blockchain Shenzhen Consortium Blockchain Open
Source Platform in Cooperation With Blockchain Service Network Intends to
increase availability of EY blockchain solutions by leveraging Financial
Blockchain Shenzhen Consortium (FISCO) Blockchain Open Source (BCOS)
platform Expects to provide EY suite of… Lire la suite
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COMMENTARY: How blockchain can help the world
meet the UN’s goals for higher education
Sur Global News le 24 janv. 2021
Improving quality of life for people globally means investing in education.
By 2025, more than 100 million learners are estimated to be capable of
higher education but won’t have access to it either because they cannot
afford the costs, or because courses aren’t available in their region.
Courses aren’t available because communities or institutions lack the
technological infrastructure, lack… Lire la suite
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